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Examples of glassy materials



• In fact we know that (in the thermodynamic limit) plasticity sets in 
immediately, for any amount of strain. Phys. Rev. E. 82,055103 (2010)
• Typically plastic events exhibit quadrupolar symmetry (Eshelby).
• Plasticity has profound effect. Upshot of this talk:
• Small amounts of plasticity: classical elasticity remains valid but the elastic 

moduli get dressed. Screening by quadrupoles.
• High amounts of plasticity: elasticty theory is modified. Screening by 

dipoles.
• The analogy to Kosterlitz-Thouless and Hexatic transitions

In a paper that was uploaded to the Arxive recently



Respecting the constraints of time, I will consider a very simple setup, of an amorphous solids confined
to an annulus of radii 

We then impose a displacement 

What is the resulting displacement field?

Let us consult classical elasticity theory



In this radial geometry                                and classical elasticity dictates



Examples of measured displacement fields in classical glass formers

Sometimes…



And sometimes…



The effect of dilute quadrupoles Phy. Rev.  E. 104, 024904 2021.

Upon minimization of the energy we obtain the same equations as before
but with renormalized elastic moduli.

This is the situation analogous to dielectrics!

Written symbolically



The effect of large density of quadrupoles

The new ingredient: we cannot neglect gradients of the quadrupole density

In the presence of dipoles, the most general isotropic and homogeneous quadratic energy is

Upon minimizing the energy Broken translational symmetry!!



Three dimensions?
K-T transition and Hexatic do not exist in 3-dimensions

Our theory (if correct) extends smoothly to 3-dimensions



Inflate a small sphere in the center, equilibrated and measure 
the displacement field



Is the transition sharp?



Explanation

We need an avalanche creating quadrupolar field of size 



Conclusions and open questions
Plastic events act as screening sources. One can encounter both quadrupolar

and dipolar screening. 

How to explain this? we need to go nonlinear!

At least in 2-dimension the transition appears sharp

Nonlinear dipolar screening? 

Etc. etc. 

If correct, then doing theory without taking this into account is like doing 
electrostatics without knowing about Debye.

Dynamics!



Thank you very much for your attention!



Colleagues asked: where are the dipoles?



In amorphous solids the response to strain results in plastic events
D. L. Malandro and D. J. Lacks, J. Chem. Phys ,4593 (1999).
C. E. Maloney and A. Lemaitre, Phys. Rev. E 74, 016118 (2006).

Lesson: in elasticity theory monopoles and dipoles cannot be created locally; they are excluded by topology 



What about (the beloved) simple shear?

See also: M. Baggioli, I. Kriuchevskyi, Ti. W. Sirk , and A. Zaccone, PRL 127, 015501 (2021)



In the thermodynamic limit any infinitesimal strain results in plastic responses

S. Karmakar, E. Lerner, and I. Procaccia, Phys. Rev. E 82, 055103 (2010).





H. G. E. Hentschel, S. Karmakar, E. Lerner, and I. Procaccia, Do athermal amorphous solids exist?, Phys. Rev.E
83, 061101 (2011).

In light of this, are amorphous solids really solid??

To answer this question one needs to examine the sample-to-sample fluctuations of the linear and higher order moduli.

Higher order moduli have divergent sample-to-sample fluctuations!



What about dynamics?



In this lecture I will explain that plastic responses result in screening, 
dressing elasticity theory in important ways

Reminders from electrostatics: charges (monopoles) and dielectrics (dipoles) 

In elasticity theory monopoles and dipoles are topologically protected, plastic events are quadrupolar



In purely elastic system

Upon minimizing the energy

In radial geometry



The surprise 







The analogy to the hexatic phase in 2-dimensional melting

In an ideal hexagonal crystal, each particle touches six others.

As the crystal melts, this order begins to fall apart. Some particles gain a neighbor and 
others lose one, although the large-scale order of the material remains unchanged. 

The elastic moduli though soften, analogously to our dilute quadrupole density.

When pairs of 5-7 neighbors form stably, we enter the hexatic phase.  These are dipoles!
Now the translational order disappears, but orientational order  remains

Finally 5 and 7 coordinated particles dissociate, and these are monopoles, heralding the liquid phase. 



Experimental verification (Jin Shang and Jie Zhang)

They use disks of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) of two 
different radii  (7 and 5.5 mm), with a number ratio 1:1. The outer

circular frame is shown as a blue layer,  with an inner layer of 
photo-elastic disks (green layer) that act as pressure sensors. 

Inflation is achieved with the (grey) conical pusher. 

After inflation the displacement field is measured and the radial component is computed

arXiv:2108.13334

https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.13334






1. Show that there exists a phase transition (we 
work at T=0, so what is the natural parameter?)

Challenges

3. What is happening in three dimensions?  

2. Examine classical models of glass formers (with point particles).
(We know that fast quench to T=0 results in extensive plasticity upon

strain, and slow quench in much less plastic response).

4. Examine richer protocols of strain (space dependent inflation, 
space dependent shear?)

5. Do we need to rewrite elasticity theory for amorphous materials? 



Another example

µ=0µ=7



The y component of the displacement along x=1,-1<y<1




